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Ion Beam Modeling in FEEP Thrusters
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A numerical model of the Ion beam associated with the operation of Field Emission Electric Propulsion thrusters
Is presented. The objective of the study is to develop a computational tool capable of predicting the effects of thruster
configuration parameters (geometry, voltage distribution between the electrodes) on thruster performance (beam
divergence, Ion exhaust velocity). A two-dimensional, steady model has been adopted. The electric potential, electric
field and the trajectories of the emitted particlesare evaluated in a domain which extends from the emitter tip toa point
where either beam neutralization takes place or the electric field becomes sufficiently low to assume that the
trajectories can be reasonably approximated as straight lines. A simple emission model has been assumed, neglecting
the detailed, microscopic description of the physical emission mechanism. The electric field is evaluated by a finite
element scheme; boundary conditions are provided by an auxiliary technique based on the placement of fictitious
charges in proximity to the electrode surfaces. The beam is simulated through a discrete number of charged particles;
the effects of the associated space charge density distribution on the electric field Is also considered. The results of the
simulations of typical thruster configurations are presented and discussed. The need to take the space charge effects
into account to attain a sufficiently accurate solution is indicated. Neutralization at a finite distance must be taken Into
account to fully appreciate the effects of different voltage distributions between the electrodes, and it Is shown to
increase beam divergence. The capability of a thruster configuration with an additional, decelerating neutral
electrode to focus the ion beam is also investigated.

Nomenclature a beam azimuthal divergence angle
a beam azutheal divergence angle

A influence coefficient matrix # beam lateral divergence angleA influence coefficient matrix 6 vacuum electric permissiviy
a emitter-accelerator axial distance v electc permissvety
b accelerator slit half-width eectric ge enst
/ total emission current p, electric charge densitytotal emission current emission angular widthJ electric current density vector parameter in emission model
i transversal length of emitter slit
M ion mass
q ion electric charge Intr
Q electric charges vector Introduction

r ion position vector Field Emission Electric Propulsion (FEEP) is an advanced
U assigned voltagential at control points electrostatic propulsion concept developed in Europe under

Selectric potential at control points due toes ESA sponsorship'. In a FEEP emitter, a liquid metal (usually
emitted charges casium) flows into the slit between two metal blades, under

UV ion velocity vetorltage the action of capillary forces. The free surface of the metal
w width of emitter slit assumes a near cylindrical shape, with radius of curvature in
x, y,z caresian coolinates the order ofl pm. In this configuration, the application of ax, y, z cartesian coordinates voltage of about 10 kV between the emitter and an accelerator
x distance of neutralization line from emitter electrode (fig. 1) results in the onset of local instability of the

tip liquid metal surface due to the combined effect of surface
tension and electrostatic field, with the formation of the so-

t Professor. Depaent of Aerospce Engineering; Diretor CENTRO called Taylor cones. If the electric field is raised above a
SPAZIO, Pisa, Italy; member AIAA, E.P. tenical commiee threshold value, metal atoms are ionized and accelerated

* Senior Research Engineer. away. Specific impulse is in the order of 10' s. The thruster
" Project Manager.
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the solution presented a limited accuracy in the high gradient

ACCELERATOR regions, as the boundary condition update was not included in
the iteration scheme. More recently, axisymmetric geometries
were investigated in order to assess the potential benefits of

-I cs *Fi annular slit emitters'.

Model

Cs RESERVOIR
S.Governing equations

The analysis of the electric field around the thruster and of
NEUTRALIZER the trajectories of the emitted ions is performed assuming a

T Ve Va steady state, two-dimensional model, considering a domain in
the x-z plane of symmetry of the emitter. A schematic of a
typical thruster configuration and of the domain assumed for

Fig. 1 -The FEEP Thruster most calculations performed in this study is shown in Fig. 2.
The assumption of a two-dimensional model to simulate a
linear geometry of finite length implies that side effects at the

must be equipped with a neutralizer, which prevents the build edges of the emitter slitcannotbe included in the model. Thus,
up of electrostatic charge on the vehicle and the stall of the the effect of the lateral (i) divergence of the beam on thruster
beam. performance should be accounted for separately; however,

Previously intended for attitude control and NSSK of such contribution is known to be very small7. Furthermore, a
small satellites, FEEP thrusters have recently gained detailed, microscopic physical description of the emission
considerable attention as the ideal candidate for disturbance possis not considered, in accordance with the macroscopic
compensation systems on scientific spacecraft, due to their nature of the present model. The domain is represented by an
excellentoperationalcharacteristics in the micronewton thrust annulus sector with its center at the emitter tip, the inner circle
range"m. Presently, the FEEP system components (thruster, located very close to the emitter and the outer boundary
feeding system, neutralizer, power conditioning unit) are extending to the region where either neutralization takes place
being down-scaled from the existing mN hardware to meet the or the electric field becomes so weak that the ion trajectories
needs of the pN system. Application of these thrusters in high can be reasonably approximated as straight lines.
performance drag-free controllers for scientific spacecraft The electric field canbedetermined by solving thefollowing
would result in considerable advantages from both the weight Poisson equation for the electric potential t.
and the performance standpoints. While the intrinsic high
specific power (about 50 W/mN) of FEEP thrusters may be a
disadvantage when mN thrust is required, it poses no problem 2= P (1)
at pN level. In that thrust range, FEEP features unique Eo

controllability, resolution and ease of operation; moreover,
the absence of moving parts eliminates the concern for where p, is the electric charge density due to the emitted ions
mechanical/gravitational disturbance in a delicate and e is the vacuum electric permissivity. The electric current
microgravitational environment. Under ESA funding, conservation law for the ion beam and the assumed relation
CENTROSPAZIO is currently pursuing both experimental between current and charge density are expressed as:
and theoretical activities aimed at the development of the pN
thrust FEEP system.

This paper describes the techniques used and the results
obtained from a computational study aimed at the numerical
modelling of FEEP thrusters. The objective of this study was
the developmentofa computational tool capable to predict the

effects of thruster configuration parameters (geometry, voltage -
distribution between the electrodes, etc.) on thruster
performance (beam divergence, exhaust ion velocity, etc.).
The process of thruster optimization for a given propulsion
task is greatly simplified if experimental testing is preceeded :

by a computational examination. Moreover, the numerical
simulation can help investigate the shape of the ion beam and -.
the associated current distribution; the knowledge of the. = / --

geometric features of the beam provides useful indications for
thruster/spacecraft integration.

Computational studies ofalinearconfiguration werecarried
out in the late '70s. The model5 accounted for effects such as Fig. 2 - Schematic of a typical thruster configuration
space charge and neutralization; however, in this early study
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1393 IEPC-93-154 potential at chosen "control points" on the electrodes surface
V. = 0 (2) be equal to the known applied voltage. By choosing the same

numberoffictitious charges and control points, the formulation
J = P. V (3) leads to the following set of linear, algebraic equations:

whereJis the electric current density and Vis the ion velocity. A Q = U + U,, (5)
The ion trajectories are evaluated for a discrete number of

particles from the solution ofthe following equation of motion whereA is the influence coefficient matrix, whose elements afor the ions: represent the value of the electric potential at control pointj
due to a unitary fictitious charge placed at collocation point i;

Mr=qV4 (4) Q is the vector of the unknown electric charges; Uis the vectorof the known voltage at the control points and U is the value
where M and q are the mass and electric charge of an ion, of the potential at the same points due to the distribution of
respectively, and r indicates its position in space. With this actual emitted charges (ion beam). In this work, each unknown
approach the beam is simulated using a finite number of electric charge is represented by a uniform charge distribution
charged particles. Thisallows the evaluation of the trajectories on a line segment both symmetric and perpendicular to the x-
in the discrete scheme, with a substantial simplification of the z plane. Once the magnitude of the charges, Q, is determined,
governing equations but retaining a satisfactory level of the value of the electric potential at a generic point k (and thus
accuracy. also at a point on the domain boundary) is calculated from the

Therefore, in the continuum/particulate approach of the superposition of the potential due to all charges (fictitious and
presentmodel, Eqs. (1) through (4) representasetofgoverning real) in the field as:
equations in the four unknowns ,J, p.and V, which fully define
the electric field and the ion trajectories in the region of Ut =1 aki Qi + U., (6)
interest

Boundary conditions a, being the influence coefficient between points k and i, and
govering equationscanbesolveduponspecification Urepresenting thecontribution oftheactual emittedcharges.The governing equations can be solved upon specification An analogous relation can be written for the three componentsof the appropriate boundary conditions at all required of the electric field at point k.

boundaries of the domain. These conditions are usually not Alternatively, the CSM could be employed to compute the
easily known, as the four sides of the domain are represented solution in the entire domain considered, and notjust on its
by free surfaces in a region near the two electrodes. In boundary. However, considering the low level of accuracy
particular, the Poisson equation for the electric potential achievedwith this method, especiallyin high gradientregions
requires that suitable boundary conditions, in Dirichlet or he edite sti ecniqs h a inite dierenc
Neumann form, be supplied on the closed contour delimiting methods or finite element methods is strongly recommended
the domain; in this study, the value of 0 on the boundary is and is the solution adopted for this study.
assigned through an auxiliary technique usually referred to as
the "Charge Substitution Method" (CSM). Also, the initial Emission modelposition and velocity of the ions must be specified at the inlet The integration of the equation of motion and the evaluation
boundary in order to determine the motion of the particles; of the space charge density requires the specification of the
these values are determined from the model of the emission initial position and velocity of the emitted particles and the
process and the conservative nature of the electric field. The distribution and magnitude of the total emitted current. Thes
Charge Substitution Method and the model assumed for the in turn, depend on the physical processes occurring locally
ion emission are discussed in the following in more detail, duri en, ee i onrequire the mises o ccurring locapic° during emission, which would require the microscopic
Charge Substitution Method modeling of such phenomena as the deformation of the liquid

Charge Suaim of this ethod isurface and its development into an emitting source shapedThe aim of this method is to obtain suitable boundary like a Taylor cone', and the distribution of the emitting sitesconditions for the solution of Eq. (1). According to the along the emitter slit9. However, such detailed microscopic
superposition principle, the value of the electric potential at modelingwasbeyondthescopesofhe pesentwork espcily
any one point is obtained by expressing the solution to the consideing the complexity of the present a involved.s
linear differential equation (1) as a linear combination of considermg th e comp lex ity o f t he phenomena i nv olved.
linear differential equation (1) as a linear combination of Therefore, a macroscopic approach was adopted, assumingsimpler (known) solutions such as those given by elementary that ion emission has a continuous distribution on a specified
charge distributions. The potential field generated by the arc length in the circumpherential direction and, consistently
actual voltages applied to the electrodes in the configuration with a two-dimensional model, remains constant in the
being examined is reproduced by distributing (unknown) longitudinal direction(alongthe emitterslit). This assumption
fictitious charges at suitable "collocation points" inside the is well justified by the high density of emission sites o
electrodes. The magnitude of these electric charges is Thus, the emission of charged particles takes place from adetermined by imposing that, as a resultof the combined effect hemispherical surface close to the emitter tip, specifically
of all charges at the collocation points, the value of the electric from points located on an arc ranging from the centerline to an

3from points located on an ar ranging from the centerline toan
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angular position 90; the ions are released with zero velocity, potential energy per unit length of the electrostatic field. The
Conditions on the inner arc of the domain (inflow boundary) domain is divided into subdomains, or elements, through a
are determined assuming the ion trajectories between the certain number of radial and circumpherential lines; the grid
emitter tip and the inner arc as straight lines and considering becomes finermoving toward theemitter tip, since the electric
that the electric field is conservative. This approach is in field gradient is higher in this region; a typical grid is shown
accordance with the other simplifying assumptions made on in Fig. 3.
the emission process, and does not introduce appreciable Elements having four, eight or nine nodes, along with
errors in the solution since the inflow boundary can be moved different shape functions, can be employed, according to the
very close to the emitter tip. degree of accuracy required. This formulation leads to the

The distribution of the electric current associated to the ion solution of a set of algebraic equations, which determines the
beam is assigned on the inner boundary of the domain and is value of the electric potential at the nodes. The value of 0 at
characterized by a parameter r which identifies a certain every other pointof the domain is computed through the shape
distribution function from a given family of curves. In functions. The details of the analytical development of the
addition, the value of the total emission current per unit method are omitted here for brevity; a considerable
(transversal) length of the thruster, /11, must be given.

Hence, the characteristics of the emission model employed
in this study aredefined completely through the three parameters
90, T and l/I; these parameters are determined from
experimental data available for linear FEEP thrusters". The
experimental measurements are also employed to define a
general law between the electric current per unit length and
characteristic quantities such as the slit width and the local
electric field in the proximity of the emitter tip; thus, the
correctvalueofl/lcan beestimated for thruster configurations
different from the current one. The values of 0, and T, on the
other hand, remain the same for all configurations investigated.
Further details on the emission model can be found in Ref. 12.

Procedure
The set of governing equations (1) through (4), with |

boundary conditions given by Eq. (6) and as specified by the
emission model, is solved numerically through the followingg. 3 - Computatonal grid
iterative scheme:

documentation on the subject is available in the literature13.
- The CSM is applied to determine 0 on the domain boundary
with no emitted charge; theLaplaceequation,obtained from Ion trajectories
Eq. (1) with p= 0, is then solved, providing afirstapproxi- Once an estimate of the electric field has been obtained with
mation for the electric potential. the FEM, the ion trajectories can be determined through the
- the equation of motion (4) is integrated for a discrete solutionofNewton'ssecondlaw,Eq.(4),projectedaccordingly
number of ions. along the two coordinate axisx and z, employing the boundary
- the local charge density, p,, is obtained from Eqs. (2) and conditions derived from the emission model. The numerical
(3). method adopted for the solution of Eq. (4) is the Homming's
- the CSM is applied again taking the effects of the emitted modified version of the Milne's predictor-corrector method.
charge distribution into account; the Poisson equation is
solved using the known values of p, to obtain a new estimate Space charge density
of the electric potential. After the trajectories and velocities of the emitted particles

have been determined, the associated space charge density can
The above steps are then repeated until convergence, in be calculated from Eqs. (2) and (3). Applying the electric

terms of 0, is achieved. Each equation is solved through an current density conservation law, in integral form, to each
appropriate numerical technique which is briefly described in stream tubedefinedby two adjacent trajectories, and assuming
the following, a one-dimensional flow in the tube, the charge density p, is

Sevaluated from the known ion velocity and the assumed
Finite Element Method current density on the inflow boundary of the domain. The

The finite element method (FEM) is adopted for the solution value obtained is assigned to the midpoint of the line segment
ofthePoissonequation. Thisnumericaltechniquewaspreferred representing the outflow of the stream tube. The charge
to other schemes like finite difference methods because of its density at the nodes is then calculated through interpolation,
greater accuracy and flexibility for the problem at hand. The and the value at any point inside the domain through the shape
mathematical problem leads to a variational formulation in functions.
terms of minimization of the functional representing the total The contributionof theactual electric charges to theelectric
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Test case No. 1 2 3 4 5 6

Emitter voltage (kV) 8 6 8 6 2 8

Accelerator voltage (kV) -4 -6 -4 -6 -10 -4

Voltage applied to
additional electrode (kV) - . - - 0

Distance of neutralization
line from emitter tip (mm) O 0c 30 30 30 -c

Tab. 1. Test classification

potential U at a generic point can be found from the estimated The electron trajectories are not integrated, and their effectsvalue of p,, as required in the subsequent application of the on the charge distribution are modelled by assuming a spaceCSM. The potential at a point Po (xo, z) due to the charge charge density which decreases linearly in the radial directiondistribution in element m of the mesh is obtained from: from its value on the domain outflow boundary to zero at the
neutralization line; the charge density is set to zero downstream

U,, =f p,(xJ , F(,zx.zo.zo) d () of this line. If the neutralization line coincides with the
outflow boundary, then p. is assumed to decrease to zero from
the second to the last circumpherential line of the mesh. Sincewhere p. is the charge density at point P(x, z) of element m, A the evaluation of the electric field and of the ion trajectories inis the area of the element, and F is the electric potential in P, the region between the domain and the neutralization line isdue to a unitary charge distributed on a line segment placed in not required to calculate the charge density, the position of thisP. This integral is calculated performing a coordinate line can be chosen independently from the dimensions of thetransformation, transforming each element of the mesh in the domain. However, with regard to thruster performancex,z plane to a unitary square in the 4, 7 plane, and then applying prediction, the distribution of position and velocity of the ionsa Gauss-Legendre quadrature. at the neutralization line must be known. These are obtained

Neutralization by extrapolating the trajectories from the domain exit contourto the neutralization line by simply assuming a uniformAn important feature of the present model is its capability rectilinear motion for the ions; this assumption is certainlyto account for the effects of the neutralization process. The acceptable considering the low value of theelectric field in thiscorrect operation of an electrostatic thruster producing thrust region. As faras the Charge Substitution Method is concemed,through the emission of charged particles (positive ions) the simulation of the zero-potential line is carried out byrequires thatotherparticles with the opposite charge (electrons) treating it as a "virtual" electrode; unknown electric charges,be ejected downstream of the electrodes in order to produce a placed at collocation points slightly downstream of theglobally neutral beam. This requirement originates from the neutralizationline,aredeterminedbyimposing thatthepotentialneed to prevent electrical charging of the spacecraft and to determined by all charges at control points on this line is zero.avoid stalling of the ion beam. The presence of neutralization Finally, it should be noted that the ideal case in whichsubstantially affects thruster performance, as the results neutralization takes place at an infinite distance (a conditionpresented in this paper will show. nearly attained in laboratory testing) can be simulated simply
Although the neutalization process may be quite complex, by placing a neutralization line at a very large, but finite.a detailed description of the phenomena occurring in the distance from the thruster electrodes.region of particle mixing is not required. A general analysis

of neutralization and its application to an operational FEEP
thruster has already been- presented". In this work, Resultsneutralization is simulated through a zero-potential line
downstream of the accelerating electrode; in particular, an arc A preliminary validation of the computer program wasof circumpherence which is concentric with and has the same carriedouttocheckconvergenceandaccuracyofthesolution".
angular width as the domain considered has been adopted. Several model parameters, which were seen to affect theThis arc may coincide with the outflow boundary of the solution to some extent, were systematically varied anddomain or be placed downstream it, and should roughly optimized, including the kind of mesh adopted, the type ofsimulate the position of the neutralizer in a real system. element and shape function in the FEM, the choice of the
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location of control and collocation points in the CSM, and the A three-dimensional representation of the distribution of
length of the line segment over which the fictitious charges are the electric potential inside the domain is illustrated in Fig. 4.
distributed. After the final configuration of the model and A projection on the x-z plane of the portions of the electrode
computer code was established, several test-cases were profiles which were modeled and the outline of the mesh are

analyzed; in all cases, convergence was quickly achieved in 5 also shown. The electric potential decreases very rapidly in
or 6 iterations with a satisfactory degree of accuracy". A the region near the emitter tip, indicating a very strong electric

selection of the most representative cases, illustrated in Tab. field which determines the emission and initial acceleration of

1, is presented below. In all these test cases, the values adopted the ions. Past the accelerator electrode plane, the value of 0
for the emission parameters are 0 = 400°,r = 2and I,/= 0.4 continues to decrease at a lower rate until a minimum is

mA/mm. It should be noted that, in this initial phase of reached; beyond this point, the potential gradually increases

developmentofthepresentcomputationaltool,an investigation and tends to attain a zero value asymptotically at an infinite

of different thruster configurations was preferred to a distance. A "saddle point" can be noted where the minimum

comparison with experimental results, only available for the is reached along the x axis, denoting a zero value for the

emitter-accelerator configuration, in order to assess the electric field. It should also be noted that the electric potential

capabilities of the code and the pertinence of the results is not constant at the exit of the mesh, as it is nearly zero at the

obtained. Furthermore, as a consequence of some of the axisof symmetry but still has quite large negative values at the

assumptions and limitations of the model, in some cases the opposite end.
results of the computation cannot be regarded as absolutely An electric potential contour plot is shown in Fig. 5, with

valid. Nevertheless, a relative comparison of these results 250 V equipotential lines increments; their spacing provides a

allow some preliminary conclusions on thruster configuration clear indication of the potential gradient, and thus of the
and its performance to be drawn. intensity and direction of the electric field. The solution near

the emission zone, represented by a rectangle shown in Fig. 5,
Reference emitter-accelerator configuration

The first case analyzed was the typical emitter-accelerator
base configuration in the absence ofa neutralizer, i.e. assuming
that neutralization takes place at an infinite distance; the
emitter slit width, emitter-accelerator axial distance and the
accelerator slit half-width were assumed to be w= 1 tun, a=0.6 I
mm and b=2 mm, respectively. These conditions are very
similar to those occurring during ground tests in a vacuum
chamber. Case No. 1 was assumed as a reference case for
comparison with all other tests investigated.

Fig. S - Electric potential contours (case No. 1)

I i i " "

Fig. 4 - Prospective representation of the electric
potential distribution Fig. 6 - Detail of equipotential lines (case No. 1)
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is enlarged 5 times in Fig. 6. An increase of the electric field beam divergence due to the space charge distribution isclearl
near the emitter tip can be observed; also, note that the inflow evident Therefore, the analysis of these results emphasize
boundary of the mesh is notan equipotential line, thus indicating the need of taking into account the charge density distributio
that the assumption that emitted particles enter the domain in order to attain a realistic and sufficiently accurate solution
with zero circumpherential velocity is only approximately Test case No. 2 refers to the same thruster configuratio
correct. The ion trajectories are illustrated in Fig. 7; the adopted in the reference case, with the only difference that, fo
electric field vector plot for the outer region of the domain is the same total voltage drop, AU, the electrode voltages wen
also shown. The assumed non-collisional nature of the ion set to 6 kV and -6 kV emitter and accelerator, respectively
beam is confirmed by the results. The beam was discretized The calculated results, in terms of electric field and ioi

trajectories, are quite similar to those obtained in case No. 2
in fact, as neutralization takes place in both cases at an infiniu
distance, a significant part of the ion deceleration occur
outside the mesh, in as much as the value of the electric
potential at the outflow boundary is still quite different fron
the asymptotic value. Therefore, in order to obtain a realistic
evaluation of the effects of the distribution of the potentia
between the electrodes, a neutralization surface at a finite

. distance from the emitting unit must be included in the model
as explained in the following section.

7000

MO' -

4000

3000-
Fig. 7 - Ion trajectories and electric field vectors (case No. 1) Z oco

by 21 particles, suitably spaced at the inlet boundary so that -
each stream tube determined by two adjacent particles carries .
the same fraction of the total current intensity, equal to 5% in -ea,
this case. Thus, the picture of the beam gives a qualitative -40 ...

indicationofitsspreadingandoftheassociatedchargedensity 0 1 2 4 S s , 0 ,o Ie 14 1,s IS
OISTOrCE rII1

distribution. The azimuthal divergence angle a, measured at
the exit boundary of the mesh, is 42.50, compared to the value Fig. 8 -Electric potential distribution along axis of symmetry,
of 400 assumed for 06 at the inlet boundary; thus, it would (a) with space charge, (b) without space charge
seem that the spreading of the ion beam is quite limited, and
that the particles tend to move along radial straight lines; most
of the deviation takes place in the region past the accelerator
plane, and is more pronounced for the external particles.

The assessment of the effects of the space charge density
distribution on the electric field and on the particle trajectories
can be obtained comparing the solution previously discussed
with the results of the first iteration of the numerical scheme,
in which the Laplace equation for the electric potential is
solved (p, =0). This initial iteration provides a representation
of the distribution of the potential when no emission (or
emission with a very weak intensity) occurs. The results show
that the main effect of a space charge distribution is an
attenuation of the electric field close to the emitter tip, and an
increase in the field strength in the region beyond the accelerator
electrode, thus implying a higher azimuthal divergence angle. -'

In Fig. 8 the electric potential distribution along the x axis of
symmetry is illustrated for the two cases of no emission and of
emitted particles present in the field. Fig. 9 shows the two
trajectories comprising 50% and 100% of the total current
intensity, relative to the first iteration (dashed lines) and to the Fig. 9 - Effects of space charge on beam divergence:
converged solution (solid lines), respectively. The larger converged solution

- -- -- first Iteration
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gradients, and beam divergence.

Neutralization at a finite distance
The effects of neutralization at a finite distance were Decelerating neutral electrode

examined in three different test cases, maintaining the same In order to assess the potential benefits of multi-electrode

thruster geometry as the reference case but adding a configurations in terms of beam containment, a thruster

neutralization line atadistancex,=30 mm from the emitter tip. geometry employing an additional electrode at zero potential,

The three cases, No. 3, No. 4 and No. 5, differ only in the placed at short distance downstream from the accelerator, was

distribution of the same total electric potential between the investigated in test case No. 6. This neutral electrode should

two electrodes, given by 8/-4 kV 6/-6 kV and 2/-10 kV, shieldtheionsintheouterregionfromtheattracting/deflecting
respectively. A typical electric potential contour plot (8/4 kV effectoftheaccelerator. In thistest, the profileoftheaccelerator

case) is shown in Fig. 10. In the rectangular region near the is inverted, its slit half-width reduced to b= 1.5 mm, and it is

emitter tip (not shown) thedifferences in the solutions are very moved closer to the emitter tip, with respect to the reference

small; the accelerator electrode acts as a shield inside which case. The additional, neutral electrode has the same profile as

thepresenceofthe neutralization line isnot felt. Thisconfirms the accelerator but a slit width of 6 mm, and is placed at a

that the distribution of potential between the electrodes has a distance of 1 mm from it All the other features of geometry

very weak influence on emission and initial acceleration of the are unchanged with respect to thereference case, including the

ions, which depend only on the value of the total applied emitter geometry, the voltages applied to the electrodes and

voltage AU, and on the local geometry of the thruster. In the the emission parameters, with the exception of a reduction of

outerregionofthedomain,externaltotheacceleratorelectrode, the mesh angle to 52.5*. A schematic of the thruster

the solutions for the three cases are considerably different configuration for this case is shown in Fig. 12; the ion

Now the presence of the neutralization line "forces" the trajectories, calculated including the effects of the space

solution toa zero potential value; therefore, in going from case charge density, are also shown.

No. 3 to case No. 5, the spacing of the equipotential lines The results show that the equipotential lines in the inner

becomes finer and consequently the intensity of the electric region close to the emitter tip present a greater curvature and

field increases, slowing down the ions and increasing the a finer spacing, thus denoting a stronger electric field, than in

divergenceofthebeam. Fig. 11 illustrates thebeam divergence thereferencecase. Thisisattributedtotheacceleratorelectrode

through therepresentationofthetrajectoriescomprising 100% being closer to the emitter, as a same potential drop taking

of the total current intensity for the three cases, No. 3 through place over a shorter distance determines a higher electric field

No. 5. Hence, if on the one hand a smaller value of the emitter which, in turn, determines a higher emission and acceleration

voltage reduces the exhaust velocity, and thus the specific of the ions. On the other hand, the presence of the neutral

impulse and the specific power, on theotherhand italsocauses electrode does not have any substantial effect on the field in

a larger beam azimuthal divergence angle. this region.
It should be noted that, although the velocity at the exit of The electric field in the space between the two electrode has

the mesh differs considerably in all cases examined, the a magnitude of about 4 kV/mm; this is well below the value at

presence ofa neutralization surface ata finite distance does not which an electric discharge is assumed to occur between the

change the final value of velocity (at 0 = 0), which depends two conductors (about 10 kV/mm), thus assuring the correct

only on the value of the emitter potential. The position of the operation of the unit.

neutralization line, however, has a marked influence on how The electric field is rather strong in the region immediately

the final ion exhaust velocity is achieved, with shorter beyond the accelerator electrode, causing a greater deviation

neutralization distances increasing electric field and velocity of the particle trajectories than in the reference case. On the

I a

Fig. 11 - Effects of neutralization on beam divergence:

Fig. 10 - Electric potential contours (case No. 3) (A) case No. 3, (B) case No. 4, (C) case No. 5
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Fig. 12 - Schematic of thruster configuration with neutral Fig. 13 - Effects of neutral electrode on beam divergence:
electrode, and Ion trajectories with neutral electrode

contrary, in the far field toward the exit of the mesh the electric without (case No. 2)

field is fairly weak, while the ion velocity is still high. Itshould trajectories. Effects such asthepresenceoftheemittedcharge
be noted that the electric potential attains positive values at the density E ff ect s suc the stri on of the lied charge
outflow boundary; thus the deceleration of the ions is followed betensysb t he disndnutionofthe total appie tae
by an acceleration phase. If neutralization takes place at aon at a fie dta

are accounted for in the model.
finite distance, the electrons injected into the field would be e accotefothei iie modode
accelerated toward the electrodes, thus altering the calculated and neutralization processes, some useful indications can

charge density distribution and affecting somewhat the final derived from the test cases examined. The electric charge

solution. Since the motion of the electrons is not accounted d erived f ro m th e te st ca ses examin ed . T he el ecic charge
for,this effect is not included in the model. density modifies the electric potential distribution, slightly

Hence, the addition of a neutral deelerating electrode reducing the intensity of the local electric field at the emitterHence, the addition of a neutral decelerating electrode tip, and increasing the beam azimuthal divergence angle.
downstream of the accelerator appears to be only of limited ip , an d incre asin g t he b eam azim u th al diverg en ce ale.downstream of the accelerator appears to be only of limited Neutralization at a finite distance must be taken into account
effectiveness in focussing the ion beam. The divergence of tetheeffectsofvoltagedistributionbetween
trajectories is more localized between the accelerator and the electrodes. The presence of a neualization line does not

the electrodes. The presence of a neutralization line does notneutral electrode, and the value of the divergence angle a has ffect the electric field distribution appreciably in the region
increased with respect to the reference case, as illustrated in ce the e e ti te onrar eletr
Fig. 13. Moreimportanteffectscanbeatributedtotherelative aclose to the emitter tip; on the contrary, the elecuc field

patterns and the motion of the ions are rather influenced by itposition between emitter and accelerator. .position between emitter and acceleratorin the outer field, with the result of an increase in beam
divergence. Thecloserthe neutralization line to the electrodes,

Con s the stronger the effects on the field. The distribution of the
total applied voltage between emitter and accelerator strongly
affects thruster performance; a lower ion exhaust velocity

A two-dimensional, steady model of the electric field and (and thus er pecific ower is ataine re ci t

ion beam associated to the operation ofa linear FEEP thruster (and thus a lower specific power) is attained by reducing theion beam associated to the operation of a linear FEEP thruster voltage applied to the accelerator electrode, but it is
has been developed. The main purpose of the work is to

accompanied by the detrimental effect represented by theinvestigate the effects of geometrical and operational accompanied by the detrimental effect represented by the
eter n thruser performane tough a eri o increase in beam divergence. Finally, it has been shown that

parameters on thruster performance through a series of the use of an additional, neutral electrode downstrea of the
parametric studies. Such predictions should provide useful accelerator does not change the fieltrodedns significantl

accelerator does not change the field patterns significantly,insights on the optimum thruster configuration with respect to and thus does not result in any beneficial effect for the bea
its relevant performance requirements in terms of ion exhaust containment.
velocity, emission current level, beam divergence andvelocity, emission current level, beam divergence and Despite its limitations, the present model represents aautofocussing capabilities. A selection of preliminary test Despite its limitations, the present model represents a

cases directe at assessing th capabilit y of phe model to valuable tool which can be very useful in the optimization ofcases directed at assessing the capability of the model to the final designofaFEEPthrusterconfiguration andoperating
accurately simulate the electric field patterns and particle thefinaldesignofaFEEPthrsterconfigurationandoperati
trajectories has been presented. The solution is obtained in a conditions. In the next phe of activity, a systemaic

region close to the electrodes through the application of the comparson with the available experimental results will be

Finite Element Method together with the Charge Substitution carriedoutalong with further ivestgatons of the focussin

Method and the integration of a discrete number of particle capabilities of multi-electrode configurations.
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